The Impact of Giving Back Through PMIEF

Ever wish you could go back in time and learn project management earlier in life? In this article, four PMIEF donors share advice to their younger selves and why it's critical to give back to the next generation.

Read More
Dan Kurber believes in Project Management for Social Good®. It was a core part of his profession over the last eight years. Watch this video and read the Q&A to learn how project management and PMIEF’s scholarship program has made a difference in his personal and professional life.

Watch the Video

Scholarship Deadline Approaching

Have you been thinking of taking a class or training to enhance your project management skills? **Apply** for a PMIEF professional development scholarship by 1 July. Don't miss the opportunity!
30th Anniversary Sneak Peek

We're kicking off our 30th celebration in June, but you can get an early glimpse here!

"PMIEF does an excellent job of inspiring and enabling youth to achieve their goals and realize their potential through project management." – Nicholas Kendall, 2019 Academic Scholarship Recipient
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